
Human Machine

Who Comes out on Top?
Finance automation is a no-brainer – speed, accuracy, value-add and analytics are just  

some of the benefits. But where does this leave humans? In an ultimate battle for  
a finance role, who would be top of the candidate pile, Human or Machine?

We put the two lynchpins of your business – your people and your machines –  
head to head to see which provides most value to your finance management

Want to Learn More?
Download the new eBook from SAP Concur - Letting Go of the Manual Process 
Status Quo: With Intelligent Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Automation.

Visit us online at concur.co.uk.

A finance employee using an 
integrated expense, travel 
and invoice solution saves 
530 hours annually. 1  

Global T&E users save  
an average of £24,500  
annually and £31,000  
with Concur Expense. 2

62% of T&E users say automating helps reduce time spent on 
administrative tasks to focus on growth and strategy planning. 3

of automated T&E users are better able to overcome general  
business challenges thanks to better visibility into spending trends.  
This increased to nearly 70% using SAP Concur! 460%
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Salt and pepper, bow and arrow, ying and yang... these are all 
strong partnerships that work. 

Savvy finance departments allow humans and machines  
to work as a symbiotic team. Together, they become  
a superpower taking your business to the next level.Superpowers 

Better Together

Workload

Human: Excellent at delegation, 
innovation and strategising. 
Sometimes prone to tiredness  
but will work in a team to get  
the job done.

Machine: A relentless worker that never 
gets tired. Not suited to tasks that 
involve creativity, including ‘out of  
the box’ or ‘blue sky’ thinking. 

Speed

Human: Whilst not as fast as a machine, 
is able to react quickly to out of the 
ordinary circumstances without  
having to be reprogrammed.

Machine: Can work as fast as you 
would like it to, within reason. Great  
at multi-tasking. Fixes things promptly. 

Diplomacy

Human: Highly intuitive and 
understands nuances, verbal cues  
and body language. Appreciates  
the value of taking a break.

Machine: Doesn’t stop unless it is 
asked to and doesn’t see why anyone 
else should. Can reassure people and 
provide comfort with relevant up-to-
date information but lacks empathy.

Analytics

Human: Adept at deciding which 
data needs analysing, setting 
parameters, fine tuning the results 
and applying insights to the business. 
Can get bogged down by numbers.

Machine: Brilliant at applying 
algorithms, repetitive tasks and  
making sense of large amounts of data.  
Not so efficient at contextualising  
data or making business judgements.

Accuracy

Human: Mistakes can happen but 
humans learn from them and make 
improvements moving forward.

Machine: A real stickler for rules and 
provides excellent attention to detail. 
No need to check for human error. 

Flexibility

Human: Can adapt and act quickly 
to different situations outside of the 
rule book.  

Machine: Displays a degree of  
pre-programmed flexibility but 
must be manually forced to make 
some changes.

Just as humans are better at playing a guitar solo with passion, and machines are better  
at playing chess faultlessly both have skills that, combined, make life run more smoothly. 

It’s the same for finance automation! 

Humans and machines are stronger when working together  
to deliver the ultimate spend management solution.

And the winner is… It’s a draw!
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